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The truth about restful sleep and performance is non-intuitive. In fact, many performance oriented athletes, scientists and the military still consider high performance directly related to stimulation – not relaxation enhanced, effective restful sleep. [1,2,3] Top performing athletes serving their fans and warriors serving their country are oriented to achieve objectives. The brain is a highly complex system – probably the most complex system known in the universe – and artificially clamping it or stimulating it toward some kind of “norm” refutes the current science of alosostasis, or consistency through change - versus the previously held understanding of homeostasis, which dictates a set-point target for everyone in every condition. Achieving restful sleep requires a self-directed brain adjustment of its own rhythms and on its own terms. Sleep is one of the most important factors for optimum performance and well-being. Restful sleep is the basis for optimum performance—both cognitively and physically. The Harvard Business Review neatly summarizes findings that optimum performance directly connects to attaining restful sleep. [4]

The impact of less sleep greatly lengthens reaction time, impedes judgment and interferes with problem solving. The importance of sleep is not going unnoticed. The NFL now encourages players to track sleep in order to help optimize their performance. [3] Quickness, strength, endurance, flexibility, play recall and cognitive performance
on the field are all part of what is behind the NFL's effort.

Fortune Magazine recently reported on how track and field and diet helped Michael Phelps in Rio. [5] No performance was more pronounced than that of Michael Phelps and the U.S. Men’s Olympic Swimming Team, who made sleep a core focus in their successful training endeavors. Fatigue Science reports sleep is associated with significantly increased reaction times, reduced injury rates, improved overall health, longer careers, better accuracy, faster sprint times and fewer mental errors. [6] These same results could prove crucial to the superior performance and longevity of our warfighters. A completely non-invasive process for promoting restful, deep sleep can be accomplished through high-resolution, relational, resonance-based, electrophysiological mirroring technology, or HIRREM. [7]

Research funded by the Department of Defense using HIRREM neurotechnology to evaluate and relax the brain for special operations warriors indicates the need for relaxation, not stimulation. [8] HIRREM has been associated with reduced symptoms in a pilot study of people with insomnia. [9]

A relaxed brain is able to achieve dynamic flexibility in brain activity patterns and demonstrates increased reaction speed and improved hand-grip strength, as well as reported recovery from years of traumatic stress symptoms. These findings were recently presented at the Medical, Biomedical & Biodefense: Support to the Warfighter Symposium. Most importantly, perhaps, is the fact that the relaxed brain supported more efficient and satisfying restful sleep. [10]

Under contract with the U.S. Army Research Office, Brain State Technologies successfully produced a wearable headband device for sleep and performance support. [11] Development included collaboration with researchers at Wake Forest School of Medicine, sleep medicine consultants from Harvard Medical School and the University of Virginia School of Medicine. Brain State Technologies’ continued development of this device resulted in the production of the BRAINtellect® 2 (B-2), which has the potential to allow warfighters to relax and balance their brain while in the field to manage stress and facilitate relaxation for improved sleep and optimal performance.

Studies have also shown a causal link between individuals with sleep disorders and the later development of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. [12] Researchers began by reviewing data from a study of military service members deployed to Iraq after 9/11. In that study, published in 2013 in the journal Sleep, a group from the Veteran’s Administration and others found the risk for PTSD conferred by insomnia symptoms was almost as strong as... combat exposure. [13, 14]

Sleep support may have the additional benefit of not only contributing to optimal performance, but prevention of later disorders that may render warfighters unable to return to combat operations. With the availability of a portable headband device to self-manage brain rhythms, such as the BRAINtellect 2, presents a cost efficient and likely effective device for most warriors to facilitate their own restful sleep and optimum performance. Those delving into the science of neurotechnology and the incredible complexity of the brain will appreciate this practical approach of supporting the brain to optimize itself.
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